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1. lntroduction. Since the pioneering works of L. Schwartz, J. Mi
kusinski, I. 1\-I. Gelfand, G. E. Shilov and others the problern of distribution 
·multiplication has attracted the attention of the practical-minded math
ematician. Distributions are a wonderful tool to work with in the theory 
of linear differential equations. But, alas, most of the real problems, 
for example, in 1natl1ernatical physics are connected with interacting 
systems; and interaction means nonlinearity fo~ the corresponding dif
ferential equations. So a distribution multiplication is required although 
everybody knows quite weilthat this problern cannot be solved in a general 
way. Numerous approaches can bc found in the literature. (In our reference 
!ist we have included some of the papers dealing with this problem; [1]-[3], 
[5]-[7], [9]-[16], [20], [21], [23], [25]. But this list is far from being 
con1plete.) Many of these approaches are motivated by the special appli
cation the author has in nlind, and therefore, they contain a large amount 
of mathematical arbitrariness. A special point, most authors insist upon, 
is that the distribution multiplication has to be com1nutative. But el
ementary calculation (Section 2) shows that noncommutative models 
not only n1ake sense but, in addition, that the noncommutativity cB.n 
be considered as the mathematical analogue of the fact that pbysical 
conservation laws can be violated by discontinuities (Section 3). vVe 
therefore believe that distribution multiplication should not contain 
any arbitrariness at all, and that the product definition should, in a canoni
cal way, come out of elementary algebraic properties. Of course, to 
carry out such a program certain sacrifices, in terms of the size of the 
space, have to be made. 

In this paper we pick up an old idea [7] from 1967. At that time we 
proved that in the space of the so-called almost-bounded distributions 
a multiplication is given in a canonical way. This result is reviewed in 
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Section 2. In Section 3 this algeb1·a is applied to the most elementary 
problern inshock wave ~heory, and we demonstrate that noJtcomm.utativity 
coiTesponds to the violation of energy density conservttion by going 
through the shock front. In the last two sections we generaUze the alge
braic concept, lying behind the multiplication of almos~-bounded dis
tributions, to a ;rather generaland completely abstract situ~tion. This pro
cess illuminates the algebraic background. Further applications of these 
constructions will be published in a subsequent paper. 

2. The almost-hounded distrihutions. For many of the problems in 
physics, as weil as in applied mathematics, which are deseribed in te;rms 
of partial düferential equations, some relevant solution~ are given by 
discontinuous functions (e.g., in shook wave theory, qu~ntum electro-

. I 

dynamics, etc.). So, it seems natural to look for distribhtion solutions 
of the coiTesponding düferential equations. But, alas, often \these p;roblems 
are described by nonlinear equations, and it is weil knowp. that there is 
no "reasonable" distr~bution algebra [23]. This is easily s~en. Obviously, 

for the ~-distribution ~(m) we have m~(m) = 0. Furthermore, ~ m = 1. 
. [1) 

Hence, because of 

(2.1) <l(w) = ( >} c5(w) # : (wc5(w)) = 0, 

I 

there can be no associative algebra for the distributionr. 
Since ignoranoe is sometimes a precious asset, let us suppose that 

we do not know this result. For the fun of it, we calculafe the product 
~(m) 17(m), where 17(m) is the jump-function 17(m) = -1 for :m < 0 and +1 
for a; ~ 0. From 17 (m) 2 · 1 and 17' (m) = 2 ~(m) we obtain, by' differentiation 
of 172

, 

(2.2) 

Because of 

And from 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

~(a;) 17(m) = a~(a;), a e C. 

( ~17) 'I} = ~ ( 1717) = ~ ·1 = ~' 

(~17)17 = a~17 = a2~ 
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we see that a2 = 1. Hence a = ±1 and the algebra must (by virtue of 
(2.2)} be noncommutive. 

Of course, all this only makes sense if we can justify the calculation 
rules we have used so far. These rules are: 
(2.5.1) product· rule for differentiation, 
(2.5.2) associativity of the product, 
(2.5.3) the distribution algebra has to be an extension of the usual 

function algebra. 
For the sake of oonvenience we inolude the following 

(2.5.4) the algebra has to be translation invariant. 
Let us see if there is a oanonical algebra which satisfies the rules 

(2.5). Of course, in virtue of (2.1), the best we oan hope for is a nonoommu· 
tative algebra in a subspace of distributions. .And the least we have to 
expeot, are two different algebras, because interchanging the factors 
yields an algebra isomorphism different fron1 the identity (noncommu
tativity!). 

2.1. DEFINITION. A distribution q; is said to be almost-bounded if, 
f9r every n e N, its nth derivative is of the form 

q;<n>(a;) = b(ro)+LI(x), 

where b is a locally bounded function and where LI has a discrete support 
without accumulation point. By B (B) we denote the space of almost
bounded distributions. 

2.2. THEOREM [7]. For the space of almost-bo'l~Jnded dist1·ibutions there 
are ea;actly two algeb1·as fulfilling (2.5). These algeb1·as are jo1· rp, p e B(R) 
given by 

(2.6) q;(ro)p (x) = limq;(a; +e)p (x) 
def a.t,O 

and 

(2.7) q;(x)~(a;) = limq;(x+e)~(x). 
def eto 

The products (2.6) and (2. 7) do always exist since Definition 2.1 
ensures that the places where the singularities of q;, ~ live are .not too 
close togetber. In view of Theorem 2.2 and the fact that we have to expect 
at least two different algebras, we are entitled to say that the almost
bounded distributions have a canonical algebraic structure. Before we 
are -going to make the algeoraio background more transparent we like 
to linstrate the use of these algebras at a simple example. 

3. An elementary application. In this section we describe bores (hy
draulic jumps) by distribution solutions of the nonlinear partial differen
tial equations derived from shallow water wave theory (Oth order). Bores 
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are shock waves (see the standard Iiterature [4], [17], [24], (27]) which, 
over the time, ha.ve even attracted much attention in th~ popular seien· 
tific Iiterature (for example [18]). This fact can be under~tood by every
body who ever had the opportunity to observe such a '1 beautiful .phe
nomenon. Mathematically speaking, bores are in complete lanalogy to the 
shock wave phenomena of nonlinear gas dynamics. 

1

1 

For reasons, which will become. obvious later on, we like to have 
a look on the derivation of the relevant equations. vVe cdnsider the flow 
of an incompressible fluid along the horizontal a:-axis.' 

free surface constont pressure 

1 
Here u(x, y, t) denotes the velocity along the x-axis and v(a:, y, t) the 
velocity in the direction of the y-axis. W e assume ,th:at the viscosity is 
zero, and that there is neither surface tension no~ rota.tion. The only 
cxterior force is gravitation. Then the assumptions of 'shallow water 0 

wave theory (of Oth order) are v(a:, y, t) = 0 and that u(a::, y, t) has to 
be independent of y. This is the. same as assuming that vertical. sections 
remain vertical sections and that the pressm:e p (x, y, t) ·.in the fluid is 
the saine as the hydrostatic pressure: 1 

eg{h(x, t) -y} -p(x, y, t) = constant (exterior pressure). 

Here lb g are suitable physioa.I oonstants. In other words, '~e can assume 
the conservation of mass between moving vertical sectiorts a(t) and b{t) 

. • i 

(3.1) 

• i 

b(t) 

J h(x, t)dx = constant, 
a(t) 

and that the change in momentum is given by the differ_ence of the pressure 
acting on these sections · 

il b(t) h(aCt)) h(bCI>) 

(3.2) edi f h(x,t)u(x,t)ilx = J p(a(t),y,t)ily- J p(b(t),y,t)ily. 
a(t) o o 
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Elementary manipulation with these equations yield the usual non
linear equations 
(3.3.1) u~u>z+l~, = o, 
(3.3.2) 'U'Uz+Ulbz+u, = 0. 

Now, inserting the ansatz l~(:r:, t) = h(w-ct), u(w, t) = u(w-ct), one 
sees that noshock wave solutions do occur. So at ffrst view it seems that 
our distribution algebra is of no use at a.n since it even cannot be · uscd 
to describe the most elementary phenomena. But we completely forgot 
that the algebra was noncommutative, and we used commutativity freely 
by going from (3.1), (3.2) to (3.3). Doing this derivation again, without 
using commutativity, we · see that the relevant equations are 

(3.4.1) 

(3.4.2) 
instead of (3.3). 

(ku)z+ht = 0, 

lbttb'Uz+-lg(h2):~:+l~·u1 = 0 

Now a shock wave ansatz makes sense: 

(3.5.1) 

(3.5.2) 

h(w, t) = H(w, t)+a1J(w-ct), 

u(x, t) = U(x,,t)+ß1J(x-ct). 

Here H(x, t) and U(x, t) denotc the mean Yalues of right and left band 
side Iimits u _, h _ and u +, h +, respectively: 

H(x, t) = !(h+(x, t)+lt,_(x, t)), 

U(x, t) = l(u+(x, t)+u_(x, t)), 

a = !(h+(x, t)-h_(x, t)), 

ß = -!(u+(:.v, t)-u_(x, t)). 

Using the algebra given by, e.g., (2.6), we obtain 

(3.6.1) 

(3.6.2) 

-ca+ßh+ +au_ = 0, 

ßu+h+ -cßll,+ +gaH = 0. 

Insertion of (3.6.1) into (3.6.2) yields the usual shock wave conditions [24] 

(3.7.1) (c-'lt._) (c-u+) = gH 

which tagether with (3.6.1) 

(3. 7 .2) h+ ( u+ -u_) = (c -u_) (h+ -h_) 

deterntines the shock wave solutions (bores, hydraulic jumps). 
N ow it seems appropriate to remar.k that these results are completely 

independent of the special algebra ((2.6) or (2.7)) we have chosen. Of 
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course, .this is essential since physical results should not depend on math
ematical arbitrariness. 

A more interesting discovery is made if we turn our attention to the 
problern of energy conservation of the system. Between the moving sec
tions a(t), b(t) the change in energy (kinetic and potential) and the power 
given by the pressure is 

8E d b(t) 

at = e dt I ,i{'UBh+gha}cla:+ 
a(t) 

h(b<l>) h(a<l>) : 

+'U(b(t), t) I p(b, y, t)dy-u(a(t), t) I p(a, y, t)dy. 
0 0 

By elementary manipulation we obtain 

1 8E bCt> : 
-a;: = {!u3h+guha}:~~~+i I (u2h+gh2

) 1dm 1 

e a(t) 

Hence the energy density is 

1 o2E --a a = (iu3h+guh2):~:+!(u2h+gh2),. e t m 

Again by elen1entary calculation and (3.3) we infer frolf the above 

(3.8) 
1 o2E . 2 I 

-; "ätax = ig{ [u.,, h]h -H [u, (1& ).,]}, . 

where [ , ] denotes the usual commutator [.A., B] = .Ap -B.A. 
The preceding calculation not only shows that the distribution algebra 

of Section 1 yields suitable descriptions of discontinuou!s solutions in 
terms of nonlinear differential equations but, in addition,! it shows that 
the noncomn1utativity of the algebra is the mathematic~l analogue of 
the fact that physical conservation laws can be violated by discontinuities. 

For an extensive investigation of shock fronts, in the context of 
di.stribution multiplication, the reader is referred to [16] and [26 ]. 

4. The algebraic background. The proof of Theorem 2.2 is lengthy 
and boring but not difficult at all [7]. Nevertheless, even by going through 
all its details, it does not become transparent from the algebraio point 
of view. 

Furthermore, it is not clear how the proof has to be adapted for 
situations which are slightly düferent. For example, for higher dimensions, 
or if the oonvergence in (2.6) or (2.7) is replaced by convergence along 
a suitable ultrafilter. Oompletely. in the dark remains the problern how 
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to extend the algebra under consideration by introduoing new artifical 
elements in order to have products like (1/m)d(m), etc. 

To give a satisfactory answer to these problems we have to shed 
some light on the algebraic background of Theorem 2.2. 

Let us try to pin down what the real problern is. It is weil known, 
although sometimes forgotten, that distributions were invented to enable 
applied mathematicians to consider derivatives of uncontinuous functions. 
But taking derivatives of, Iets say, functions in the space of almost-bounded 
distributions (almost-bounded functions) is no problern at all: Just take 
the derivative wherever it cxists and forget about the other points. This 
is an honestderivationinan honest algebra. Of course, the disadvantage 
of this approach is that then one cannot define a reasonable integration 
because the kerne! of that derivation will be an infinite-dimensional 
subspace. The practical disadvantage of the large size of this kernel is 
that there will be no rcasonable duality theory where the transpose of 
the differentiation will have nice properties. Thus one would obtain an 
algebra, where the interesting elements - like the <5-distributions -are 
missing. 

So, from this point of view, the real questionwill be: How to reduce 
the kernel of an abstract derivation Y 

This question will be treated in the following. 
4.1. Evaluation operators. Consider some associative algebra ( .91, ·) 

over the real numbers. A pair (E+, E-) of linear operators d-?.Jlf is called 
a pair of evaluation operators if 

(4.1.1) E+, E- are algebra homomorphisms, i.e., 

E+ (ab) = E+ ( a) E+ ( b) and E~ (ab) = E- ( a) E- ( b) for all a, b e d, 

(4.1.2) 

(4.1.3) 

E+, E- are idempotcnt, i.e., E+E+ = E+, E-E- = E-, 

E+, E- are right-absorbing, i.e., 

E+E- = E+ and E-E+ = E-. 

Standard example for such a pair of evaluation ope~ators are the operations 
of left and right side Iimits in the algebra of almost-bounded functions. 
But many other examples can be constructed (several dimensions, con
vergence along filters, etc.) 

.Assume in the following that E+, E- is such a pair of evaluation 
operators. Then the "product" * defined in d by 

(4.2) 

is called the evaluation product. 
4.1. THEOREl\I. ( d, *) is an associative algebra. 

3 - Studia Math. 'l7.5 
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Proof. .All properties -apart from associa.tivity -are easily seen. 
Associativity is proved by direct calculation: 

a*(b *C) = (E+a) ·(E+b) ·c+(E+a) ·b ·(E-c) +a·(E-b) ·(E-c)

-(E+a) ·(E-b) ·(E-c) -(E+a) ·(F)+b) (E-c). 

Moving the bracket from (b*c) to (a*b) does not change the right-hand, 
side. Hence the Operation * must be associative. • 

· This algebra is henceforth called the evaluation alg~bra. 
4.2. DEFINITION. (i) d 8 = {a E dl E+a = 0} will ~~e c.alled the 

singular elements in .9/. .1 . . 

(ii) J?/0 = {a e dl E+a= E-a} will be called thc continuous elements 
~~ I . 

Now the following can be verified by direct ('alculatiobs. 
4.3. Remark. · (i) E+ and E- are algcbra homon1o~hisms from 

(J<t, *) into (J?I, ·) and from (d, *) into (d, *). · 

(ii) The products ·in ( d, ·) and ( ~, *) coincide modulo singular el-
enlents, i.e., a * b -a · b e J?1 8 for all, a, b e J<l. 

(iii) E-a = 0 for all a e J?/8 (since E- is right absorbing). 
(iv) J?/8 is a two sided ideal in ( d, *)· 

(v) d 0 is a subalgebra of ( d ," *) as weil as ( J<l, ·). 

(vi) If (J?I, ·) is commutative, then (d0 , ·) and (d0 , *) are commuta
tive. 

From Remark 4.3 we know that the quotients ( st, . ) I d s and ( d, *)I d s 
are equal and are constituting an associative algebra. 'Ve denote this 
algebra by A: 

(4.3) 

Since Ja18 is a.two-sided ideal in .910 , the quotient 

( 4.4) . Ao = ( .91 o' ·) 1.91 s = ( .91 o' *) 1.91 s j 

must be a subalgebra of A. vVe call it thc algebra of continrous elements. 
Since the kerne! of the homomorphiBm E+ is equal to the 1 kernel of the 
quotient map q: ( .91, *)-+.A., the map E+ provieles us with a niononiorphism 
.A-+ ( d, * ). The san1e is true for E-. Since no confusion can arise, these 
monomorphisins are again denoted by E+ and E-. W e 'have 

qE+ = qE- =I. 

And, obviously, the algebras .A., E+ A, E-A are isomorphic. 
Let us see what the algebras .A and .A0 Iook like in the case of our 

standard example. Recall that d is then equal to the almost-bounded 
functions. J?/5 are the functions whose supports haT"e no accumulation 
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points. Hence A are the almost bounded functions which are undetermined 
on a set without accumulation point . .And Ac are exactly those functions 
in A where the Iimits from both sides coincide. Hence Ac are the functions 
in A which can be (uniquely) extended to continuous functions. The 
map E+: .A.--rd is the map where each g e A is replaced by its right
side limit. For example, a derivation in .A. is given by talring the usual 
derivative wherever it exists. But this notion of derivation has the serious 
disadvantage that it annihilates to many functions, nan1ely all piecewise 
constant functions. What we would like to do now, is to extend the algebra 
A and this derivation (in a canonical way) such that the only functions 
which are annihilated by the ·extended derivation are only those elements 
in the kernel of d which are continuous. That this can be done in all gen
erality is the content of the next subsection. 

4.11. Derivations and t1·ivial extensions. Conside~ some algebra B 
(always over R or C) and some B-bimodule .ß. Recall that a B-bimodule 
Jl is a vector space suchthat products bm and mb, m e .ß, b e Bare defined 
in a reasonable way (associativity, distributivity). Examples for B-bimod
ules are two-sided ideals in B. The set (B x Jl} can easily be made into 
an associative algebra by 

(4.5) (b, m)(b, m) def (bb, bm+mb), b, bEB, m, m E Jt. 

This algebra is called [8] the trivial extension (of B via. the module J/) 
In other words, an algebra 0 is said to be a trivial extension of B if there 
are homomorphisms · q;: 0--rB and 1p: B--rO such that 

(4.6.1) 

(4.6.2) 

f{J'1p = idiB, 

J ·J = 0 where J = ker(q;) = {c e 01 q;(c) = 0}. 

B itself can be considered as a trivial extension of B. For the sake of 
conve~ience we consider B as a subalgebra of 0 in case that 0 = (B x Jl) 
isatrivial extension of B (via. the module J/). Th~ canonical homomorphism 
(B xJI}--rB and projection (B x.ß)--rJI given by (b, m)--rb and (b, m)--rm 
are denoted by q> and p, respectively, i.e., q;(b, m) = b, p(b, m) = m. 
Obviously, q; +P = id. 

N ow consider a derivation d: B --r (B x Jt) from B into the trivial 
extension (B x Jt), that is a· linear map with 

One easily checks then that q; o d: B --rB is a derivation from B into B 
and that pod: B--rJI is again a derivation. The following theorem shows 
that there is a canonical way of extending derivations d: B--r(B xJt). 
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4.4. THEOREM. Let d: B --+-(B x ..II) be a derivation. There is a trivial 
· extension (B x JF) of B ana a derivation a*: (B x J/00)--+-(B x J/00

) such 
that 

(i) J/00 :::> .,1{' 

(ii) a*IB = d, 
(iii) d*: J/00--+-..1/00

, 

(iv) if o e (B X..l/00
) with d*(o) e B, then o e B; j 

and 1 

(v) if .II i8 generated by d, i.e., .II = {ml 3b e B with d~b) = (ii, m>J, 
then J/00 and a* are minimal; that means any othe1· t1·ivial extension ( B x M) 
with derivation d fulfilling (i) to (iv) contains an isomorphio oop~ of (B x J/00

) 

(isomorphism -r) such that a,* = -r-1tl-r. ' 
Furthm·mm·e, 
(vi) J/

00 is the direct sum J/00 = Jl (3;) a,* .ß E9 a,*2 J! E9 ••• (3;) a,*n Jt E9 ••• 

Proof. Put .,H00 to be the set of all finite sequences (of arbitrary 
length) (s0 , s1 , ••• , sn) in ..II. We embed .ß into J/00 in the obvious way 
s--+- ( s, 0, -... ) and we define d* on (B x ..//00

) by: 

d*(b) = d(b) for beB, 

a*(so, Su •.• ,Sn) = (0, So, S1, ••• , s,..) for So, S1, ••• ~ E vf{. 
I 

I 

That means d* coincides on B with d and shifts all components · of elements 
in J/00 by one place to the right. For the sake of convenience we introduce 
base vectors in .ß00

, i.e., we adopt the notation 

n 

(so, Su ••• 'Sn) = .L; siei, 
i=O 

where e0 , ••• , en, ... are the obvious base vectors. 
We make a B-bimodule of ..//00 via the following product definition 

for s e .Al, beB, n e N: 

(4.7.1) 
n 

(sen)·b def2( -l)n-k(:) {s·(dn-kb)}ek, 
k=O 

(4.7.2) 
n 

b. (sen) dOi 2 ( -l)n-lc {:) { (dn-kb) ·s}ek, 
k=O 

where, on the right-hand side, the n1ultiplication in (B x Jt) is used . 
.A direct inspection shows that J/00 and d* have the requir~d properties 
(i) to (iv) and (vi). I 
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Let us now sketch the proof for the minimaJ.ity. Take .ii and d ful
filling (i) to (iv). Recall that .ß c: .ii. We claim that the sum 

Jt Ef) dJt EB d!' Jt EB •• • 
... 

is direct in Jl. This is then an isomorphic copy of .1100 and the minimality 
assertion is proved. To prove the claim assume that 

We have to show1 that all the Jk,m .. k = 0. Take some beB with d(b) 
= (b, m 0 ) (which exists since .41 is generated by d). Then 

n 

d{b+ ~ akd,k-1 (n~k>} e B. 
k=l 

Hence, by property (iv), 

and 

Induction yields that all mk = 0. • 
Let us go back to the situation of the evaluation algebra ( Jil, * ). 

Let .A. be the quotient with respect to the singular elements Jil 8 • For 
a: e .A. and s e d 8 define 

(4.8.1) 

(4.8.2) 

Then .918 is an ..4.-bim.odule. This is easily seen from the associativity 
in ( d, *) and the fact that E+, E- : A ~( d, *) are homomorphisms. 

N ow Iet .A. x .9/8 denote the trivial extension. Consider a derivation 
D1 : .A. ~ .A.. Obviously, this can be considered also as a derivation D1 : .A. 
->.A. x .918 • 

Our standard example suggests that the kernel of D1 may be too 
large to do any rea~onable analysis with this derivation. We would like 
to replace D1 by a derivation D* which coincides on .A.0 ( continuous el
ements) with D 1 and which has the prcperty that its kernel is the inter
section of .A.0 with the kernel of D1 • 

(4.9) 

Fortunately, another derivation D2 : .A.-+d8 c: .A. x .918 is given by 
\ 
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That this must be a derivation is the oonsequence of a rather general 
theorem ([S],Prop~ 20.1.1) butit oan also be oheoked by a sin1ple oalculation. 

Now put 
(4.10) D = D 1 +D2 = D 1 +E+ -E-. 
This is a derivation D: ..4.-?.A.,x da and certainly .its kernel. is the inter
section of Ac with the kernel of D 1• But now we bave to d.eal with the 
disadvantage that our derivation is not completely -defined 1 on all of the 
algebra .A. x da· To abolish this disadvantage 'Y'C · ne.ed Theorem 4.4. 
Taking the canonioal extension provided by. that theoret- we obtain 

4.5. CoROLLARY. Tlbere is a t1·iviaZ extension .A. x d8 oj fl and a deri-
vation, D*: ...4. x d8-? .A. X .918 suclb that , 

(i) .918 ::::> da, 

(ii) D*l..t = D1 +E+ -E- and D*l.& = D1 l.& , . c c . 

(iii) D*: d;-?.sat8, 
(iv) if D*(a) e.A. tken a e.A., in particular if D*(a) = 0, then a e Ac witl& 

D 1 (a) = 0; 
and 

(v) if .9.18 is gene1·ated by D2, i.e., (E+ --:E-).A. = d 8 , itlben ds anil 
D* are minimal realizations of (i) to (iv). 

Furtke1·mm·e, , 
( vi) .918 is tke di1·ect sum .918 = Jd' a (f) D* da (f) D*2 d~ (f) ••• 
5. Duallty. In this ohapter we briefly indicate what th~ construotion 

of Section 4 can do for analysis in tbe context of duality tlheory. 
Consider some evaluation algebra ( .91, *) and its quotient ...4. with 

respect to the singular elements d 8 • Again .A0 denotes .t~e continuous 
elements in .A.. Furthermore, we assume thr<;>ughout this se~tion that da 
is generated by E+ ._E_, i.e., da = (E+ -E-).A.. 

Let an integral be given. To be precise consider 
5.1. Situation: Let J be some left.ideal in .A. and f · a linear func

tional on J such that 
(i) D1J c J, 

(ii) .918J = (E+ -E-)J, 
(iii) J D1 (j) = 0 for all jE J 0 .= .A.0 nJ, 
(iv) for every nonzero a e A there is some j e J witb( J aj =I= 0. 
To keep a conorete example in mind consider our stan1ard example 

and Iet J be the ideal of all almost-bounded funotions jith compaot 
+oo 

support a.nd put J to bo j
00

·dx. Then all required assumptions are fulfilled. 

Let us return to the abstract situation and Iet us intrrprete what 
Situation 5.1 means. ; 

I 
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Abbreviato (a, j) = I aj, a e .A, je J. Then the elements of A 
can be considered as linear functionals on J via a~< a, · ). Because of 
(iv) this map is injective. Therefore we identify a with (a, ·). Now (iii) 
means that integration by parts is possible for continuous elements, i.e., 

(5.1) (D1a, j) = -(a, D 1j) Va e ...4 0 , je J 0 • 

Our problern is, whether or not we can embed .A into an algebra of linear 
functionals on J (or an enlarged ideal) such that there is a derivation 
D on that algebra having the property that it coincides on A 0 with D 1 

and suchthat integration by parts (with respect to D) holds in general. 
The answer is yes! 

5.2. THEOREM. The're is a t1··ivial extension A * of A, a ilerivation D*: 
.A. * ~ .A * and some left ideal J* => J of .A • and a bilinea1· functionaZ ( ·, ·) : 
A • x J* ~R such that 

( i) D* J* c: J*, 

(ü) D*IA = Du c 
(iii) (a,j) =Iajfm· all ae.A., jeJ, 
(iv) (D*a, j) = -(a, D*j) for all a e .A •, je J*. 

Proof. Take .A. * = .A. x ~ and D* as in Theorem 4.5. Recall that 
A * is a direct sum 

(5.2) .A.* = .A.Ef)d8 Et)D* d 8 Et) ••• Ef)D*nd8 Ef) ••• 

Cons:der J* = J +A*J -t-D*.A*J +D*2A*J +··· Since D* is a derivation, 
tbis is a left ideal; furthe:r;more, D*J* c: J* and J*::, J. Again from D1J c: J 

CO 

and ourproductformula (4.7) we obtain .918 ·J = U D*nd8J. From (ii) of 
n=O 

Situation 5.1 we have d 8J = (E+ -E-)J. Hence, using AJ c: J, we 
1 

o btain finally 
(5.3) J* = J Ef)(E+ -E-)J Et)D*(E+ -E-)J Ef) ••• ®D*n(E+ -E-)J Et) ••• 

and this sum must be direot (see 5.2). The projection onto J we denote 
by n, the projection onto (E+ -E-)J we caJl p. Define a linear functional 
on J* by 

(5.4) J* j def J n(j)-J D1 tp(j) for aJl je J*, 
where tp(j) e J is such that (E+ -E-)tp{j) = p(j). 

Although tp{j) is arbitrary up to a continuous element of J the func
tional is weil defined because I D1 vanishes on the continuous elements 
of J. Tbe functional is linear. ·vve claim that I* D*j = 0 for a.U je J*. 
In view of (5.3) and the fact that, by definition, I* vanishes on D*n(JJJ+
-E-)J, n ~ 1, we have only to prove the olaim fol," je J. So, let je J 
and let 
(5.5) j* D*j = .f n(D*j)-:- j D 11p(D*j) = f DJ-f D 1h, 
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where h n1ay be an element of J with··(E+ ~E-)h = p(D*j). Since je J, 
we have p (D*j) = (E+ -E-)j. Therefore we may take h == j and obtain 
in (5.5) 

j*n*j = o. 

·Observe (by (5.4)) that J* is an extension of f, i.e., 

(5.6) J* · J · f n · J J ·= J or a Je . 

Now define for a e .A *, je J* 

(a, j) def J* aj • 

Then all the required properties are fulfilled. • 

Acknowledgement. I am indebted to my colleague K. H. Kiyek who 
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